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SALE 108 – NOVEMBER 21 & 22, 2015 – SILENT AUCTION ADDENDUM
3701. COLT MODEL 1903 HAMMERLESS POCKET
MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #3818, 32
ACP, 4" barrel with a very good bright bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 85-90% of their original blue finish
with some operational silvering on the bottom of the slide,
scattered sparse freckling, and light silvering and scratches on the high edges. The trigger, frame screw and safety retain 98% of their added nitre blue finish. The hard
3701
rubber grips feature the word Colt with a Rampant Colt on the lower half of the grip.
Overall, they are in near excellent condition with light handling wear. A single re-blued
magazine is included. (177254-9) {C&R}
(600/800)
3702. THOMPSON CENTER RENEGADE PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #K52616,
50 cal, 28" octagon barrel having a bright lightly frosted bore. The barrel has toned to a mottled plum brown patina having some light scratches and rub marks present. The sideplate and hammer
retain 99% of their vivid case colors. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock rates excellent displaying
just a few light handling marks. The gun is fitted with its original sights and a wooden ramrod is included.
(177254-29) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
3703. J.C. H IGG I NS MODE L 103.18 BOLT ACTION R I FLE 22 LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel retains 97% original blue finish displaying just a few light handling marks and having a few
light specks of surface oxidation primarily around the rear sight. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock
rates excellent as refinished long ago displaying three small repaired holes in the stock. The gun functions
well mechanically. (177254-27)
(50/150)
3704. SHERIDAN SILVER STREAK BOLT ACTION AIR RIFLE .177, 19" barrel having a very good bore. The metal surfaces retain
90% of their silver finish having some light oil and oxidation staining. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent displaying a few light
scratches over a lightly flaking varnish. The rifle will require mechanical attention as the gun will not hold compressed air. (177254-28)
3705. FRENCH MODEL 1874 GRAS RIFLE BAYONET This is an unmarked model 1874 French Gras rifle bayonet measuring 25 1/4"
overall length with a 20 1/2" blade. The blade features a wide stopped fuller and is a bright gunmetal gray with an overall coating of light
brown oxidation and scattered pitting. The forward-curving steel quillon is numbered "6194" and shows numerous French proofs; it has
toned to a brown patina having some oxidation stains present. The walnut handle rates very good displaying dings and scratches over a
reapplied flaking varnish, the brass handle has a functional press stud that has toned to a dull ocher patina. A steel scabbard is included,
retaining 85% of its added blue finish which is flaking to a brown patina. (177308-1A)
3706. U.S. MODEL 1903 RIFLE BAYONET This is a "S.A./ ordinance bomb/1909" 1903 rifle bayonet measuring at 20 1/2" with a 16" blade.
The blade retains 60% of its evenly thinning original blue finish having numerous scratches and some light oxidation present. The walnut handle rates excellent as replaced and having a new rivet. The bayonet has a functioning press stud. No scabbard is present. (177308-1C)
3707. U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1900 Springfield Krag bayonet with scabbard the bayonet measures 16 1/4" and
has a 11 3/4" bright steel blade dated "1900". The blade remains bright while the remaining metal surfaces have a mottled brown patina
and there are a few light pits present. The wood grip panels rate very good displaying scattered dings over a dark oiled finish. The scabbard has toned to a brown patina having traces of original blue and a few areas of very light oxidation. (177308-1H)
3708. BRITISH PATTERN 1853 ENFIELD BAYONET This lot contains 1 Enfield bayonet measuring 25" overall with a 21 1/2" blade.
The blade is a bright pewter patina having some scattered brown oxidation freckles. The socket retains 80% of its original blue finish displaying some light surface oxidation and handling marks. The correct leather scabbard with brass tip is included. (177308-1F)
3709. U.S. TRAPDOOR MUSKET BAYONET This lot contains 1 trapdoor bayonet measuring 21" overall with a 18" blade. The metal
surfaces retain 90% of its reapplied blue finish having loss on the high edges and some light oxidation specks. A steel scabbard is included which retains 80% of its blue finish having scattered oxidation stains and light pitting present. (177308-1B)
3710. SPAN ISH MODE L 1893/13 ARTI LLE RY BAYON ET AN D SCAB BAR D This bayonet measures 20 1/2" overall with a 15
3/4" blade. The blade remains a bright pewter patina having some light pitting and oxidation staining throughout. The checkered walnut handle rates very good displaying dings and scratches over what appears to be the original varnish; the handle has a functional press
stud that is bright pewter with some moderate oxidation stains and light impact marks present. A correct leather scabbard with a steel
tip is included. (177308-1I)
3711. AUSTR IAN LOR E N Z BAYON ET This bayonet measures 21 1/2" overall with a 18" blade. The blade is moderately pitted and
oxidized having some chipped edges primarily at the point of the blade. The socket is a dull gray patina having numerous pinprick
pits present. (177308-1D)
3712. U.S. MODEL 1871 BAYONET This bayonet measures 21" overall with a 18 5/16" blade. The blade has toned to a dark brown patina having some light specks of silver undertones. The base of the blade is marked "US". The socket is in similar condition as the blade. (177308-1J)
3713. ROSS CANADIAN BAYONET WITH SCABBARD This bayonet measures 16 1/2" overall with a 12" blade. The blade has toned
to a smoke gray patina having freckled specks of dark oxidation, the blade has been sharpened long ago. The two piece walnut handle
is in very good condition displaying a thin crack on the left side along with a few light handling marks. The handle has a functional press
stud that has toned to a pleasing brown patina. Included is a leather scabbard in good condition. (177308-1G)
3714. FRENCH LEBEL MODEL 1886 BAYONET This bayonet measures 18" overall with a 13 1/2" blade. The blade has areas of light
surface oxidation and staining present, the silver alloy grip has a light goldenrod tarnish. The steel scabbard has a few small dents and
some moderate oxidation as well. (177308-1E)
3715. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot contains six leather long gun cases measuring 47" to 52" overall and remain in very good usable condition.
Also included is an unmarked leather holster in good condition having some moderate dirt soiling and a repaired sewn strap. (177308-2)
3716. FRENCH LIGHT CAVALRY SABRE This sabre measures 38" overall with a overall with a 33" curved, single-edged blade having wide
single fullers. The sharpened blade is a bright pewter-silver showing a light steel-wool cleaning, retaining near overall light pinprick pitting
with some very sparse brown oxidation staining. The ricasso is “solingen” marked, the maker is not legible. The blade features nice geometric etched markings. The leather grip covering shows light flaking and is fully intact, the braided wire wrap has been added. The scabbard
has toned to a pleasing brown patina having scattered oxidation stains, pitting and dents. A nice example overall. (177308-3)
(75/150)
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